
Lec 4 More cost model & Array Sequence

#Nested parale model = recrimely definepions break the model

1+ WCe.) + WCe.)
c+ WCe.) + WCe.)

c'+WCe.) + WCer)

1+ S(e.)t SCer)
c+ S(er)+ S(er)

c'+ max (SCe.), S(ez))
if e, then es else es

This models Sync P-RAM pretty well

# Dependence graph representation
I isomorphie to above representation

G(x), GLI) • source = sink

S= longest path

# Mapping nested por model to hardware

pebble game - gwen depence graph G, put up to p pebble on
nodes at each step sit. all presequisites have a pebble, with the
goal of minimising it steps
Greedy strategy - always put down min (r, ps pebbles, where r=
number of ready pebbles

there's aways an optimal ad that's greedy (but greedy not aleays optimals
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# nodes

len of path
requires at least max (I$7, d) steps1. It

2. Finding optimal is NP-hard

Nested model

W, s
PRAM (7= 1 I premors)

max (Es) < TS W+S

We want this
to dominate... this happens if:

p< 3

parallelism =

Proof for greedy scheduling theorem

Def: node is at level t if its longest path to root is l.

Lemma: on every step, either :

AFSOC let hij be longest level that all nodes are covered
at hit all nodes are either

done or ready.
it we put less than p pettels and not finish the

level, we're not greedy
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#Amay sequences, bottom up

Data structure: array

Printives for array

(other impl could use list, function, trees,...)

alloc (n)

parallelFor (ptor)

get ith elem
get length
allocate array
i = x to y

of langth n
, evamate eci) in paraller

I Has unavoidable side effect

Race condition: both write or one read one write
I Avoid this

Implementations

map I Alse lAl
pFor i =

RLi] = fACi]

tabulate f n =
R = alloe n
pFor i = O.. (n-1)RLi] = fi

0..(Al -1)

ret R

ret R


	



